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ABSTRACT:  
Retinoblastoma is a malignant retinal tumor associated with apoptotic deregulation. Retinoblastoma cells are 

sensitive to NK cells. These cells can stimulate apoptosis. Apoptosis in retinoblastoma occurs in the early phase 

and is paradoxical. The increasing amounts of Bcl-2 and Caspase-3 as apoptotic executors are inversely 

proportional to apoptosis. Calcium and ATP as second messengers and signaling molecules play role in 

mediating cell responses including retinoblastoma cell development and death. Apoptosis requires sufficient 

energy from ATP and its mediated by Calcium. This study aimed to perceive the effects of Calcium and ATP in 

the process of retinoblastoma cell death through Caspase-3 pathway. The subjects were poorly differentiated 

retinoblastoma cell cultures treated with NK cells (treatment group) compared to those which were not exposed 

to NK cells (control group). Through the cell flowcytometry test that expresses Caspase-3 and apoptosis is 

calculated, meanwhile the levels of Calcium and ATP activity produced during the apoptosis process are 

quantitatively calculated. Examination of ATP activity uses a colorimetric method while the calcium content is 

calculated using a clinical chemistry system. Calcium and ATP were negatively correlated at 27.4% (p <0.05). 

ATP also showed a very significant negative correlation of 75.8% (p <0.01) against Caspase-3 and is 

significantly positively correlated with apoptosis of 46.8% (p,0.05). Whereas Caspase-3 is negatively correlated 

with apoptosis by 46.6% (p <0.05). In the Caspase-3 pathway, allogeneic NK cell administration in 

retinoblastoma cells increases the level of Calcium which plays a role in the early phase apoptosis process, 

whereas ATP which was formed is insufficient to cause maximal apoptosis due to extracellular calcium entry 

into NK cells. Extracellular ATP does not play a role in the induction of apoptosis in retinoblastoma cells treated 

with NK cells. 
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INTRODUCTION:  

Retinoblastoma is a metastatic primary retinal malignant 

tumor in children. The incidence of retinoblastoma is 

about 4% of all malignancies in children. Many 

therapeutic methods performed on cases of 

retinoblastoma are still in the experimental stage 

however the results cannot improve the survival rate. 
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Currently, the standard of therapy for retinoblastoma still 

includes surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy1,2,3,4. 

 

Apoptosis is a process of programmed cell death that the 

body needs in maintaining hemostasis. If apoptosis 

deregulation occurs, the number of cells that divide will 

be higher than the death of the cell so that a tumor is 

formed. One cell that can affect the occurrence of 

apoptosis is the Natural Killer cell (NK cell) which has 

strong cytotoxic activity to respond to the immune cells 

of malignant tumors. NK cells are expected to suppress 

the growth and the spread of retinoblastoma cells5,6. 

 

In retinoblastoma mutation occurs on chromosome 

13q14 which causes increased proliferation and 

decreased apoptosis. In retinoblastoma, the apoptosis 

process is contrary with the apoptosis in general 

(paradox). Increases in Bcl-2 and Caspase-3 as executors 

of apoptosis are inversely proportional to apoptosis. To 

cause cells undergoing apoptosis, sufficient energy is 

needed from ATP and mediated by Calcium7,8. 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS:  
The subjects of this study were intratumoral 

retinoblastoma cultures collected from fresh tumor tissue 

which was enucleated. The histopathology test showed 

poorly differentiated retinoblastoma. This retinoblastoma 

cell culture will be divided into 2 groups, namely the 

control group that did not receive any therapy/exposure 

and the treatment group exposed to NK cells in vitro for 

3 days. Then in each group the number of cells that 

express Caspase-3 was calculated, and the Calcium and 

ATP levels occurring during the process were calculated. 

 

Retinoblastoma cell culture: 

Retinoblastoma tissue was washed with sterile PBS 3 

times, chopped in collagenase free serum type I medium, 

incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C, and subsequently the 

medium plus serum was added then filtered. Tissue were 

centrifugated at 1600 rpm for 10 minutes, the 

supernatant removed and the pellet was resuspended 

with medium plus serum. After that culture was done on 

the plate until the culture was confluent. Repeated 

passage was done until a cell line was formed. Confluent 

cultures were divided into 2 groups, namely the control 

group which was not treated with allogeneic NK cells 

and the group treated at NK cells with a 1:1 ratio9. 

 

Culture and calculation of NK cell counts: 

Isolation (peripheral blood mononuclear cells/PBMC) 

was based on Boyum's method (1968) with several 

modifications. Three mls of venous blood sample for NK 

cell isolation was performed from the biological families 

of healthy retinoblastoma patients. Twenty μL of 

TriTESTTMCD3 FITC / CD16 + CD56 PE / CD45 PerCP 

reagent and 50μL of blood that was given K3EDTA was 

added into BD TruCOUNT tube. Reagents and blood 

samples are mixed with a vortex mixer. Reagent 

mixtures and blood samples were then incubated for 15 

minutes at 20-25°C in a dark place. Added with 450 μL 

BD FACSTM lysing solution, and then mixed with a 

vortex mixer. Furthermore incubated for 15 minutes at a 

temperature of 20-25°C in a dark places then proceeded 

with readings using BD FACSCaliburTM. The number of 

NK cells was carried out by flowcytometry using BD 

FACS CaliburTM, TriTESTTM CD3 Fluorescein 

Isothiocyanate (FITC)/CD16+CD56 phycoerythrin 

(PE)/CD45 peridinin chlorophyll protein (PerCP) 

reagent, which is an immunofluoresce in color reagent to 

determine the number of NK cells (CD3-CD56+/ 

CD16+).  NK cells expressing CD3-CD56+, CD16+ will 

florescence according to the area and then gating was 

performed gating. Gating was performed on NK cells in 

the expression area of CD56+/CD16+ and areas without 

expression of CD3 (CD3-). The number of NK cells 

(cells/μL) was obtained by calculating the cell event 

expressing CD3-CD56+/CD16+ ratio with a known 

number of fluorescent bead events on BD TruCOUNT 

tubes10,11,12,13. 

 

Caspase-3 examination: 

Examination of cells expressing Caspase-3 was carried 

out by flowcytometry using BD FACS CaliburTM, 

Apoptosis FITC Active Caspase-3 reagent, BD Cytofix/ 

CytopermTM dye reagent and BD Perm/WashTM buffer 

reagent, and analyzed using flowcytometry. The number 

of Caspase-3 cell expressions (cell/L) is obtained by 

calculating the event cell ratio with the known number of 

fluorescent bead events on the BD TruCOUNT tube10,12. 

 

Calcium examination: 

Quantitative Calcium examination used a SIEMENS 

Dimension Clinical Chemistry System. Culture 

sampling, reagent delivery, mixing, processing and 

printing of results were automatically performed by the 

instrument. Sample culture were collected and processed 

according to the processing procedures available in the 

instrument instructions. Calcium was reacted with OCPC 

(O-Cresol phthalein Complexone) to form a purple 

complex. The number of complexes formed is 

proportional to the concentration of Calcium and 

measured using the bichromatic endpoint technique 

(577, 540 nm). The results was then automatically be 

calculated by the instrument and printed the results in 

units of mg/dl (mmol/L)14,15. 

  

ATP Examination: 

Examination of ATP activity was carried out by a 

colorimetry method using the ATP Assay Kit 

Elabscience catalog No. E-BC-K157. Colorimetric 

method refers to a method based on color that results the 

reaction of colored compounds, by comparing or 
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measuring colorful solutions based on Lambert's law. 

The initial step of ATP examination was to digest the 

culture cell sample and centrifuged at a rate of 1000-

1500 r/min for 10 minutes, the supernatant was removed 

and the cell sediment was stored at a rate of 

approximately 106/mL cells). To make a cell suspension 

0.3-0.5 mL boiled double distilled water was added. The 

cell suspension was held in a boiling water bath for 10 

minutes, then mixing and extracting was carried out for 1 

minute. The sample was in a centrifuge at a speed of 

3,500 r/min, then the supernatant was taken to be 

detected. Then proceeded to prepare OD (optical 

density) sample, control, standard and blank as stated in 

the insert kit. For the results of the calculations the was 

used following formula 
= ODsample – OD control x concentration of standard (1000 

mol/L) x Dilution factor of sample  Protein  

OD standard - OD blank   concentration of sample 

(gprot/L) 16,17. 

 

RESULTS: 
For the Retinoblastoma cell culture in the 2 groups, 

namely the control group without any treatment and the 

treatment group with each of 10 samples treated with 

NK cells cell calculations were performed which 

expressed Caspase-3 and apoptosis and examination of 

Calcium and ATP levels. Caspase-3 examination was 

performed using the flowcytometry method and then the 

number of retinoblastoma cells expressing Caspase-3 

was seen. The percentage of Caspase-3 expression of 

retinoblastoma culture cells in the control group and 

treatment group can be observed as percentage figures. 

There were significant differences in Caspase-3 

expression between the two groups (p=0.00; p<0.05). 

 

  
 

 
Figure 1. Results of Caspase-3 Flowcytometry in the Control (Rb) 

and Treatment Group (Rb + NK) 

Apoptosis examination of retinoblastoma cells also used 

flowcytometry test. Flowcytometry test results used 

Annexin-V antibody to see the number of retinoblastoma 

cells expressing cell apoptosis in the early and late 

phases (Fig. 3). The percentage of early and late 

apoptosis in retinoblastoma culture cells in the control 

group and treatment group can be observed as 

percentage numbers (Fig. 2). Differences were obtained 

in early apoptosis expression in the control group and 

treatment group, that is in the control group at 19.75% 

and in the treatment group at 16.45% where a significant 

difference was found with p=0.00 (p<0.01). Whereas in 

the late apoptosis the control group was 5.34% and in the 

treatment group was 2% with a significant difference 

(p=0.00;p<0.01). 
 

 
Figure 2. Percentage of Apoptosis of Retinoblastoma Culture Cells 
 

From the results of the examination of Calcium levels it 

was shown that the average of the two groups was 

classified as low from the normal standard value. The 

treatment group was slightly higher than the control 

group. From the results of difference test the 

Independent T-test showed that there were significant 

differences between the two groups (p = 0.027;p<0.05). 

In the ATP examination, ATP levels were calculated in 

sedimentation deposits of retinoblastoma culture cells. 

The test results of ATP levels were taken from the 

calculation of sample absorbance values compared to 

standard titrations and blanko. From the examination 

results of ATP levels, it was shown that mean value 

ofthe treatment group was higher than the control group. 

The results of Independent T-tests showed that there 

were no statistically significant differences between two 

groups (p=0.000;p<0.05). 
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Figure 3. Results of Annexin-V Apoptosis Cell Flowcytometry in 

Control (Rb) and Treatment Group (Rb + NK) 

 

Test results between the levels of Calcium, ATP levels, 

Caspase-3 expression, and Apoptosis of Retinoblastoma 

cells showed a negative correlation between Calcium 

and ATP (p= -0.524 *; p <0.05) and apoptosis (p= -0.510 

*; p<0.05). ATP was also significantly negatively 

correlated with Caspase-3 (p= -0.871 **; p<0.01) yet 

ATP were significantly positively correlated with 

apoptosis (p= 0.904 **; p<0.01). Caspase-3 did not 

correlate with Calcium (p= 0.443; p>0.05) but was 

significantly negatively correlated with apoptosis (p= -

0.899 **; p<0.01). Path Analysis Test using regression 

showed that there was a significant negative correlation 

between the Calcium variables and ATP of 27.4% (B = -

0.274 *; p <0.05). While the ATP variable also showed a 

very significant negative correlation of 75.8% (B= -

0.758 **; <0.01) against Caspase-3 and had a significant 

positive correlation with Apoptosis of 46.8% (B= 0.468 

*; < 0.05). However, the Caspase-3 was negatively 

correlated with Apoptosis by 46.6% (B= -0.466 *; 

p<0.05). 
 

 

 

Table 1: The Correlation Test Across Variables 

Variables Calcium ATP Caspase-3 Apoptosis 

Calcium - p= -

0.524* 

p= 0.443 p= -

0.510* 

ATP p= -
0.524* 

- p= -0.871** p= 
0.904** 

Caspase-3 p= 0.443 p= -

0.871** 

- p= -

0.899** 

Apoptosis p= -
0.510* 

p= 
0.904** 

p= -
0.899** 

- 

(*) significant at <0.05 

(**) significant at <0.01 
 

DISCUSSION:  
Characterization of retinoblastoma cell culture in the 

treatment group with allogeneic NK cells showed the 

formation of remnants of cells and NK cells surrounding 

the apoptotic cells. Soebagjo et al., (2015) reported that 

NK cells had the ability to induce retinoblastoma cells so 

that retinoblastoma cell growth in the treatment group 

was inhibited and generally experienced death. 

Therefore, there was a picture of NK cells around the 

apoptotic cells. On the contrary, in the control group 

retinoblastoma cells grew normally 9,10. 
 

Calcium (Ca2+) is an important ion for cell life, acting as 

the second messenger that mediating various 

physiological responses of neurons. Calcium is also 

considered to be involved in cell death or apoptosis. 

Continuous increase in cytosolic Calcium can activate 

apoptosis. These ions can originate from extracellular 

influx or release of intracellular Calcium from its storage 

such as in the endoplasmic reticulum (Voccoli, 2014; 

Takadera, 2010). The results of examination of Calcium 

levels in this study indicated that the mean of the two 

groups was classified as low from the normal standard 

value. The treatment group is slightly higher than the 

control group, but it was said that there were differences 

between the two groups. 

 

How does Calcium affect or kill cancer cells? Voccoli 

(2014) stated that the concentration of cytosolic Calcium 

can be modulated directly by channels and transporters 

importing Calcium into the cytosol or exporting it from 

the cytosol. There are three types of highly selective 

Ca2+ channels, namely the Calcium channel with voltage 

channels, TRPV5 / 6 channels and ORAI. Another very 

important aspect is the quantity of external calcium in 

cancerous tissue. Assumingly the extracellular free 

Calcium concentration is approximately same to the 

serum free Calcium, which is about 1.2 μM, but this is 

still remain unclear. However, fluctuations of this value 

can greatly affects cancer cell death by CTL and NK and 

CRAC channels. It means that small variations in 

extracellular Calcium level can significantly change the 

Calcium signal and Calcium-dependent target cells. 

Controlling external Calcium can greatly affect tumor 

growth but also efficiently kill CTL and NK cells, and 

this must be researched further18,19. 
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Increased levels of extracellular Calcium in the RB 

group treated with NK cells are in line with the study by 

Takadera, et al., (2010) concerning the chelation of 

extracellular Calcium with EGTA. Takadera stated that 

the chelation of extracellular Calcium with EGTA 

induced apoptosis that depended on Caspase and 

activation of glycogen synthase kinase-3. Meanwhile 

Caspase-3 would be inhibited by glycogen synthase 

kinase-3 inhibitors themselves. On the other hand, 

EGTA itself can increase cell death. While the study by 

Voccoli, et al., 2014 showed a different focus, it had the 

same view about the decreased levels of extracellular 

Calcium (by ethylenadiamine-tetraacetic acid agents) 

that could reduce intra-mitochondrial ROS production 

and improve cell viability17,18. 

 

A previous research by Shenov, et al., 1993 stated that 

sensitive target cell interactions with human NK cells 

triggered the entry of extracellular calcium into NK 

cells. By using flowcytometry, it was proven that the 

maximum absorption of extracellular calcium delayed 

into NK cells caused dysfunction of the cells. Whereas 

the study of Lin K et al., (1998), stated otherwise that the 

Calcium-sensing receptor (CaR) acting as a Calcium-

inducing receptor could prevent apoptosis in prostate 

carcinoma cells and determined a new mechanism where 

these ions can ultimately regulate cell life20,21. 

 

Natural Killer Cells (NK) are known to mediate the 

innate immunity of infected cells. However, NK cells 

can also capture a number of special recall responses of a 

hapten. The research of Nguyen et al., (2017) showed 

that among the four known haptens, two haptens were 

known to induce NK cell-dependent CHS on the 

extracellular Ca2+ rapid entry to NK cells and 

lymphocyte cell lines, namely TRPC3 and TRPM3. The 

second hapten activity could result in changes in the 

concentration of Ca2+ ions in the cytosol and its 

intracellular storage resulting a change of the NK cell 

activation threshold. Increased intracellular Ca2+ 

concentration could help to improve NK cell 

cytotoxicity. Increased Ca2+-dependent NK activity 

could help to improve the immune system to facilitate a 

faster response to eliminate pathogenic conditions. In 

addition, increased cell-to-cell interactions could 

improve the development of antigen-specific memory 

cells22,23. 
 

ATP is a key extracellular signaling molecule and 

participates in several physiological processes, including 

the immune response, transmission of 

neurotransmission, vascular tone, pain sensation, 

proliferation, differentiation, development, and cell 

death. To carry out this function, ATP can act through 

two types of purine receptors namely P2X receptors, 

which are ligand ion channels, and P2Y receptors, which 

are G-G protein receptors combined24. 
 

Apoptosis is a phenomenon that plays an important role 

in the process of cell development. Apoptosis can be 

induced by glucocorticoids and a number of different 

non physiological toxins, a common metabolic pathway 

in cell death because these various agents are yet to be 

fully understood. With the thought of the existence of a 

physiological ligand that might be easily exploited as a 

trigger for apoptosis, Zheng, et al. (1991) study 

described the morphological and biochemical 

characterization of cell death caused by extracellular 

ATP. Extracellular ATP induced programmed cell death 

(or apoptosis) in certain thymocytes and tumor cells, 

cervical cancer, and HPV infection24,25. 
 

An electron microscope (EM) study showed that tumor 

thymocyte cell death and ATP-induced tumor cells 

followed morphological changes that usually occur along 

with glucocorticoid-induced apoptosis. ATP caused cell 

death through two different mechanisms. ATP-mediated 

cell lysis with DNA fragmentation and ATP cell induced 

a rapid increase in cytoplasmic calcium in susceptible 

cells. Calcium fluxes alone, however, were not sufficient 

to cause apoptosis, because pore-forming proteins, 

perforin, causing cell lysis without DNA fragmentation 

or morphological changes associated with apoptosis26. 
 

Depending on the cell type, intracellular adenosine can 

induce apoptosis by the caspase-dependent or-

independent mechanism. Tumor microenvironment 

which is rich in extracellular ATP and adenosine, and the 

effects of these molecules depend on ATP concentration 

and the rate of ATP degradation to adenosine by 

ectonucleotidases present in the extracellular membrane 

(as well as on P2 receptor panels expressed by 

tumors)27,28. 

 

One of the most interesting aspects of the field is the role 

of ATP and other purine nucleotides in cell fate 

determination and the way it directs cells towards 

proliferation, differentiation or apoptosis, so that it may 

play role in promoting or preventing malignant 

transformation. In this review, the following is a brief 

introduction to the historical aspects of purinergic 

signals and a brief description of the structure and signal 

transduction pathways that are coupled to purinergic P2 

receptors, the current theory of the possibility of how 

extracellular ATP can alter cell tumor cell function29,30. 

 

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is actively released into 

the extracellular environment in response to tissue and 

cell damage. Through activation of P2X and P2Y 

receptors, extracellular ATP enhances tissue repair, 

increases the addition of immune and dendritic 

phagocytes, and acts as a NLR family activator, 

containing 3-cell inflammation (NLRP3). Conversion of 
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extracellular ATP to adenosine, in contrast, which is 

essentially through enzymatic activity of CD39 and 

CD73 ectonucleotidase, acts as a negative feedback 

mechanism to prevent excessive immune responses. This 

study reviewed the effects of extracellular ATP and 

adenosine on tumorogenesis. First, we summarize the 

functions of extracellular ATP and adenosine in the 

context of tumor immunity. Second, we present an 

overview of the immunosuppressive and pro-angiogenic 

effects of extracellular adenosine. Third, we present 

experimental evidence that extracellular ATP and 

adenosine receptors are expressed by tumor cells and 

increase tumor growth. Conclusions from this study and 

several previous studies suggest that increasing ATP-

mediated activation of inflammasomes or inhibiting the 

accumulation of extracellular adenosine derived from 

tumors, can be an effective new way to induce anticancer 

activity31. 

 

ATP's anti-neoplastic activity was first demonstrated in 

the early 80s, where exogenous ATP inhibited the 

growth of pancreatic and colon cancer cells. 

Extracellular ATP is known to be unstable and can be 

hydrolyzed to other metabolic products, such as ADP, 

AMP and adenosine. Indeed, the prevention of ATP 

degradation with an extra-ATPase inhibitor has an 

adverse effect on ATP at higher concentrations. This 

observation leads us to question whether ATP and its 

degradation products have opposed the effects on breast 

cancer cells. This study found that in contrast to the 

effects of ATP, adenosine increases breast cancer cell 

migration, and this stimulatory effect is attenuated by 

adenosine receptor antagonists. This in vitro cell-based 

data was validated in vivo using a fat breast cancer 

xenograft model and a mouse model of intratibial bone 

metastasis. From the report for the first time, revealed 

the differential role and mechanism of ATP and its 

degradation products, adenosine, in the growth of breast 

cancer and metastasis. Therefore, ATP acts as a double-

edged sword in cancer growth and metastasis 32,33. 

 

 
Figure 4. Involvement of adenosinergic signals in the development 

of cancer 34. 

Extracellular adenosine concentration remains constant 

in most of tissues but can increase rapidly to 100 times 

in response to hypoxia or inflammation, as in the 

microenvironment of solid tumors, where the 

concentration is increased compared with normal tissue. 

Adenosine increases the migration of cancer cells and 

chemotaxis to breast cancer cells and melanoma cells. 

The inhibitory effect on cancer cells by stimulating 

effects by ATP and adenosine mainly mediated by 

activation of P2X7 and A2A receptor32. 

 

Extracellular adenosine, which is released massively in 

cancerous tissue, is an important actor in regulation of 

immune cell activity, particularly through the 

involvement of A2A and A2B receptors. This is probably 

because the adenosine receptor system that is tightly 

regulated from immune cells is altered in cancer, thus 

combining these cells from immune surveillance and 

host defense activities towards neoplastic transformation 

and growth 35. 

 

 
Figure 5. Schematic representation of the main action in the 

microenvironment of a tumor mediated by adenosine35. 

 

Characteristic results in the group treated with NK cells 

showed that NK cells mostly gathered around 

retinoblastoma cells that experienced apoptosis. This 

shows that retinoblastoma cell death in the group treated 

with NK cells is capable of inducing retinoblastoma cell 

apoptosis. In the retinoblastoma cells culture streated 

with NK cells, retinoblastoma cells tend to grow sparsely 

and most experience apoptosis / cells experiencing death 

and many NK cells gather on the surface of the dead 

cells11. 

 

Caspase-3 forms a fraction that is activated by T cells 

and is found in the cytoplasm of cells. In addition, 

according to 35 kDa is also the molecular weight of the 

Caspase-7 and pro Caspase-9 pro. The process of cell 

death or apoptosis is commonly used as a selectivity 

parameter for an anti-cancer candidate. Induction of cell 

apoptosis is shown by an increase in the percentage of 
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cells undergoing apoptosis. The results of the analysis 

showed that the mean early apoptosis in the treatment 

group was higher (19.75%) compared to the control 

group (16.45%) while in the late apoptosis the control 

group (6.34%) was higher than the group (2%). This 

shows that there is a role for NK cells in early apoptosis 

as shown in the previous study of Soebagjo etal., (2016). 

Cheng et al., (2013) mentioned the role of NK cells 

especially in the early stages of innate and adaptive 

immune system immunity. Poggi, et al., (2005) states 

that the trigger of apoptosis caused by NK cells will bind 

phosphatdylserine exposed to the surface of apoptotic 

cells and colored by Annexin-V in early apoptosis. In 

late apoptosis, it cannot be distinguished whether 

retinoblastoma cells or NK cells themselves according to 

Poggi, et al., (2005) will be effective in incubation for 24 

hours and will reach a maximum point at 48 incubation 

periods with tumor cells (coculture)11,36,37,38. 

That depiction shows the process of apoptotic signaling 

that occurs by allogeneic NK cells in retinoblastoma 

cells. In general, the process of NK cell apoptosis is 

carried out through 2 pathways: through NKG2D ligands 

on the intrinsic pathway or through TNF/FasL ligands on 

the extrinsic pathway. In NK cells, granzyme B plays the 

role. Pinkoski, etal., (2001) said that granzyme B was 

able to induce bypass apoptosis through Caspase-3. 

Granzyme B itself activated Apoptosis Bid pro protein 

and with Bax/Bak translocates to mitochondria and 

affected membrane permeability to release cytochrome-

C after apoptosome formation by caspase cascade39. 

 

Moreover, Pinkoski et al., (2001) stated that in the direct 

pathway of granzyme B to Caspase-3, apoptosis through 

mitochondria can also occur via Smac/Diablo protein 

which mediated apoptosis of granzyme B and 

contributed to cell destruction by binding to XIAP. 

Furthermore, the release of Smac/Diablo in mitochondria 

would inhibit Bcl-239,40,41. 

 

CONCLUSION: 
The results of this study indicate that retinoblastoma 

cells are sensitive to allogeneic Natural Killer (NK) cells 

administration, particularly in the early apoptosis phase. 

These cells can trigger the entry of extracellular Calcium 

into NK cells so that the concentration is higher. 

Extracellular calcium is able to induce apoptosis 

depending on Caspase-3 so that cell death does not 

entirely occur. Meanwhile extracellular ATP does not 

play a role in the induction of apoptosis in 

retinoblastoma cells treated with NK cells. 
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